WRITING A BOOK REVIEW GUIDELINES FOR KIDS
Learning how to evaluate and write a review or a book is an excellent foundation for the critical thinking skills that a child
will continue to draw on and refine.

Use the books listed in the bibliography. If it's merely another nice book, say so. Sometimes I review books
that I would not normally read. So, you've read the book - what's the next step? Compare the book to others by
this author, or books in this field by other authors. A parent who wants a good read-aloud? How wonderful it
would be if a family reviewed all of the books they recommend or have read. If you finished the book and
didn't like it but still want to write a review then it is important to say why. I get to review books for the
Guardian in a variety of different ways. Some things to consider: Is the book set in the past, present or future?
I asked publishers for books I thought gifted readers might like, and then I asked kids in Mensa to read and
review them. Can you identify any limitations? She lives in Devon, England, and has two young children. Did
the characters feel real to you? The main hero is absolutely good and his enemy is absolutely evil. Another
good way to make book reports fun is to write mini reviews on Post-It notes. Why do children like reading
books? If you would like to read some well-written reviews, look for reviews of books for young people at. If
this is the best book you have ever read, say so -- and why. Such characters are engrossing and interesting.
Luisa Plaja loves words and books, and she used to edit the book review site Chicklish. Is the review for
readers looking for information about a particular topic, or for readers searching for a good read?

